HUNTINGTON PTA COUNCIL

ARTS-IN-EDUCATION

PLEASE JOIN US FOR A RELAXING EVENING OF MUSIC, FUN AND DELICIOUS CAJUN FOOD. 6PM-9PM

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21ST 2015

PERFORMANCES BY
~ GELFER ~ MASEAR ~ JABLON ~MAINVILLE ~ GILL ~
~SPECIAL GUEST PERFORMERS~
HS PRINCIPAL MR. CUSACK
DR. SWEZEFY - DISTRICT CHAIR OF MATH AND SCIENCE
MR. KENNY GILBERT

ADMISSION $30.00 & ½ PRICED DRINKS

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO YOUR PTA MAILBOX WITH PAYMENT BY 10/16
ANY QUESTIONS - CONTACT NANCY DIGIACOMO AT NBDIG@YAHOO.COM

NAME:______________________________________ PHONE
NUMBER________________

MAKES CHECKS PAYABLE TO HUNTINGTON PTA COUNCIL AIE

The Mission of the Arts-In-Education Committee is to provide high quality arts enrichment programs emphasizing social and emotional development to all of the children in our District.